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Abstract—Process mining has proven to be a valuable approach that provides new and objective insights into processes within organizations. Based on sets of well-structured data, the underlying ‘actual’ processes can be extracted and process models can be constructed automatically, i.e., the process model can be ‘mined’. Successful process mining depends on the availability of well-structured and suitable data. This paper investigates the potential of software configuration management (SCM) and SCM-tools for software process mining. In a validation section, data collected by a SCM tool in practice are used to apply process-mining techniques on a particular software process, i.e., a Change Control Board (CCB) process in a large industrial company. Application of process mining techniques revealed that although people tend to believe that formally specified and well-documented processes are followed, the ‘actual’ process in practice is different. Control-flow discovery revealed that in the CCB process in most of the cases, i.e., 70%, an important CCB task ‘Analysis’ was skipped.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Software process improvement is a cyclic activity during which improvements are planned, applied and their impact is analyzed. Before planning improvements, the current state of the software process has to be assessed. Nowadays, process assessment is based on process descriptions obtained from quality manuals and process standards, as well as on information that is derived from interviews and brainstorm sessions with representative software developers [1]. A promising alternative way to obtain close-to-the-reality process descriptions is process mining. Process mining has proven to be a valuable approach that provides new and objective insights into the way processes are actually carried out within organizations [2], [3], [4]. In a number of case studies, event logs were created from data that were automatically recorded by process-enactment systems. Based on sets of well-prepared data, the underlying ‘actual’ processes can be extracted and process models can be constructed automatically, i.e., the process model can be ‘mined’. Software developing organizations use various types of software tools to support and manage their software development processes, e.g., configuration management tools, inspection tools and testing tools. In this paper, we will focus on software configuration management (SCM) and SCM tools as a good example of process support tools. "Software Configuration Management (SCM) tools are ‘the’ real process-centered tools due to their ability to model, support and enact the processes by which all software developers are supposed to manipulate the product” [6]. In SCM tools, several types of data about the development processes are stored, such as data about the tasks or activities that are carried out by the developers, and data about the creation of and the changes on software components. Various SCM tools can provide so-called ‘audit trails’ of the collected data. However, data logged during software development are often not intended for process mining. It is necessary to investigate whether the data logged by SCM tools could in principle be used for process mining. For example regarding process mining, these data should have a notion of a process (e.g., time-stamp data), but they should also offer the possibility to identify particular objects with particular attributes that are handled by a process. In process mining, these objects are called ‘cases’. The aim of this paper is to evaluate selected SCM tools regarding their potential to provide data for process mining. The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, a structured overview is derived of the data types that are required for the application of process mining techniques. Section 3 identifies, from the viewpoint of process mining, the data that play a central role in the software processes, which are supported by SCM. Subsequently, Section 4 investigates the potential of selected SCM tools to provide the required data for software process mining. Section 5 finalizes the paper with conclusions and points to future work to be done.

II. PROCESS MINING TECHNIQUES AND THE DATA THAT THEY REQUIRE

Process mining techniques attempt to extract non-trivial and useful process information from so-called audit trails. In order to be useful for process mining an audit-trail has to be transformed into an event log. Currently a variety of process mining techniques is available and has been applied in practice [7]. These mining perspectives and mining techniques are described in more detail in the next subsections.

A. The control-flow perspective and the data required

From the control-flow perspective process model discovery techniques are applied to discover a process model that specifies the relations between the activities in an event
log. The resulting mined process model is a ‘real’ model that depicts the possible flows that were followed by particular cases in an event log. Subsequently, conformance checking can be carried out in order to compare the ‘official’ process model with the ‘real’ process model as it is stored in the event log. The data requirements for process model discovery and conformance checking are: an event log containing ordered sequences of events (i.e., of type ‘start’ or ‘end’) where each event refers to a case and each event refers to an activity.

B. The performance perspective and the data required

The performance perspective focuses on the performance of processes. Mining from the performance perspective calculates the timeliness of cases, the execution times of tasks, and reveals the bottlenecks in processes by calculating waiting times (synchronization time). The throughput time calculation technique can be applied if a timestamp of an end event is recorded. This mining technique implements an event log replay and therefore a ‘real’ process model is required that captures the behavior in the event log. Applying performance sequence analysis techniques reveals sequence patterns that are present in an event log. Based on this application, it is possible to determine which sequence patterns are common and which patterns are less frequent. The data requirements are respectively: an event log containing ordered sequences of events where each event refers to a case and each event refers to an activity, and timestamps of the start and end event of activities.

C. The organizational perspective and the data required

The organizational perspective in process mining focuses on the analysis of the interrelations among persons (or groups of individuals) who are performing the activities in a process, i.e., their social network. Social network analysis techniques focus on the discovery and examination of the social interrelations. Several types of social network mining are possible with different types of results; such as a work transfer model, a subcontracting model, a collaboration model, and a similar activity model. Data requirements are respectively: an event log containing ordered sequences of activities, where each activity refers to a case, and each case refers to an activity and to its originator.

D. The case perspective and the data required

A case is an ‘object’ that is being handled by a process. Case attributes represent various case properties and together they specify a case. Two types of case attributes exist: the stable attributes (e.g., a defect id. or a phase in which a defect was detected) and the dynamic attributes, which become available during a process (e.g., a defect priority). Both types of case attributes enable process mining from the case perspective. The case perspective shows the process based on the case types (i.e., a set of cases with the same or similar attributes), discovering the data dependencies that affect the routing of a case. Within the case perspective decision analysis techniques are being applied. These techniques focus at the way case attributes influence the choices that are being made in the process, based on past process executions. The data requirements of decision analysis techniques are respectively: an event log containing ordered sequences of events where each event refers to a case and each event refers to an activity, and the case attributes that are modified during the execution of activities. Table I summarizes the event log data requirements per process mining technique.

### Table I. Event Log Data Requirements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Required data</th>
<th>Event log data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Case id</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activity</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Event type</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timestamps</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Originator</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional attributes</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

III. SOFTWARE PROCESSES (AND THEIR CASES) THAT ARE SUPPORTED BY SOFTWARE CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT

A key aspect of SCM in software development is version management. A software component put under version control is called a configuration item (CI). Besides managing the versions of CIs in the software development process, SCM supports the change control process, the problem management, and the requirements management process. We selected these four processes as well-structured and formally described processes. In the following, we describe these processes in more detail and we will investigate whether the recorded data, i.e., their primary ‘cases’, can be used for process mining.
E. Software development process

The software development process contains the activities of developers that are performed during the software lifecycle. The process contains activities for requirements analysis, design, coding, integration, testing, and installation of software products. During these activities, various software components or CI’s are produced [5]. Components are put under version control and are controlled by SCM. Therefore, we identify a software component as a case that is handled by the software development process.

F. Change control process

The change control process manages the change requests to a software product. Configuration management is in general under control of a CCB [1]. A CCB coordinates changes made to CI’s. The CCB tracks and records the status of each change request, e.g., labeled as defects, from its entry until its exit from the CCB process. The CCB distributes tasks related to the required changes of CI’s and evaluates the outcomes of the executed tasks with respect to the requests. A so-called audit trail is available, where each modification, the reason for the modification, and the authorization of the modification can be traced. Based on the foregoing we identify a change request as a case that is handled by the change control process.

G. Problem resolution process

The problem resolution process is established for handling problems detected in software products and activities. The process ensures that all detected problems are promptly reported and entered into the problem resolution process. A unique identification of a problem is assigned during this activity. A problem report is to be used as part of a close loop process, from detection of a problem through investigation, analysis, and resolution, and later for trend detection across problems. Status is tracked and reported, and records of problem reports are maintained. A problem report can be considered as a case that is handled by the problem resolution process.

H. Requirements management process

Requirements management is the process of eliciting, documenting, analyzing, tracing, prioritizing, and agreeing on requirements with the relevant stakeholders. Requirements management includes the ensuring that requirements are well defined, agreed to by relevant parties and modified in accordance with defined procedures. The modification procedures must ensure that later changes are incorporated properly and that project plans are updated accordingly. In SCM, requirement specifications are considered as common CI’s.

Therefore, we consider a requirement specification as a case that is handled by the requirements management process. Table II summarizes the software development processes that are supported by SCM together with the cases that are being handled by these processes. In the next section, we will investigate the potential of four selected SCM tools with respect to the data that they can provide to software process mining.

IV. SCM tools as data sources for process mining

Nowadays, a variety of SCM tools exists. We can distinguish SCM tools that offer particular basic functionalities, such as version management, but also ‘more rich’ SCM tools that are called ‘SCM suites’. The latter support a range of additional functionalities such as change request control, problem resolution control, build and release management, requirements management, project and task management, and even workflow management. SCM tools assist developers in their collaborative work, support the maintenance of software products, storing their history, providing a stable development environment and coordinating simultaneous product changes [8]. Data recording in SCM tools is reflected by so-called audit trails. We will investigate the content and the data structure of these audit trails, and to what extend these data can be used as event log data for software process mining. We will analyze selected SCM tools with respect to their ability to provide data for process mining techniques.

1. SCM tool selection and analysis

Based on a survey we selected the two most commonly used SCM tools in order to analyze their audit trails with respect to process mining. These tools, respectively Subversion and Microsoft Visual SourceSafe, are examples of basic version management tools. Additionally, we selected CM Synergy & Change Synergy and HP Quality Center tools as examples of the more ‘richer’ tools. These tools provide also support for change request control, problem resolution control and requirements management. Regarding the first mentioned SCM suite we identified the part that is called Rational Synergy as a basic version management tool. Consequently, we had three basis version management systems. In our analysis, we will focus on the one hand on particular software processes that are supported by these tools, respectively: the software development process, the change control process, the problem resolution process and the requirements management process (see section III, Table II). On the other hand, we will focus on particular data that are recorded by the selected SCM tools, respectively: case id., task, event type, time stamp, task originator, additional attributes of cases, as identified in Section II, Table I.

1) Basic version management tools

Basic version management tools offer basic functions of version management such as managing the evolution of configuration items, file sharing, controlling concurrent work, history tracking, and security and access control. We analyzed three basic version management tools more in
depth, respectively Subversion, Microsoft Visual SourceSafe, and Rational Synergy (the basic version management part of the ‘SCM suite’ CM Synergy and Change Synergy). Because of similarities in the results we will describe in this paper only the analysis results of Subversion. Subversion is a basic open-source file-based version management tool, which tracks the changes to files and directories under version control. After a revision, i.e., a change of a file is made, the file is committed to a repository of files, and a log-entry is created in the tool log (the so-called ‘change log’). Subversion supports the software development process. The software development process is reflected by sequences of document changes, with respect to particular components, in a change log. Table III shows the identified event log elements. Please note that there are no additional attributes of cases recorded.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE III. EVENT LOG ELEMENTS IN THE SUBVERSION LOG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Event log element</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>software development process</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the following subsection, we will analyze two ‘SCM suites’, respectively CM Rational Synergy and HP Quality Center.

2) Integrated SCM tools

The so-called ‘SCM suites’ are in fact integrated tools that incorporate various functions of version management in combination with enhanced functionalities such as change control, build management, problem issue management, process and workflow management, baseline management and requirements management.

a) CM Rational Synergy and Rational Change

This is a SCM tool that provides integration and synergy between the different SCM functions. It is an integrated tool that supports distributed development on a unified change, configuration and release management platform. The ‘suite’ consists of a Rational Synergy part and a Rational Change part. The Rational Change part is a web-based, integrated, change management tool for tracking and reporting changes of cases. Rational Change supports in particular three processes, respectively the change control process, the problem resolution process and the requirements management process. The cases handled by these processes are respectively change requests, problem reports and requirements specification requests. The identified event log elements are shown in Table IV. Case id corresponds to a case, Activity corresponds to a status adjustment of a case, Event type: ‘start’ and ‘end’, Timestamp corresponds to a commit date and time, additional attributes of cases such as priority, severity.

Regarding originator: an actual originator of an activity is not provided.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE IV. EVENT LOG ELEMENTS IN THE RATIONAL CHANGE LOG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Event log element</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>change control process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>problem resolution process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>req. mngt. process</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

b) HP Quality Center

HP Quality Center supports the change control process, the problem resolution process and the requirements management process. As shown in Table V, the event-log elements are identified as follows: for each of the cases a Case identification number is stored, Activity corresponds to the status adjustment of these cases (the status of a change request is adjusted as a result of executing an activity), Event-type: start or end, Timestamps: timestamp of the end event of a related activity. Additional attributes: for each supported process a rich variety of additional case attributes are recorded. These attributes describe the cases in more detail than the previously discussed Rational Change tool and as a consequence allow for more detailed analysis. Please note that although the originator is not shown in Table V, information on person/department executing the activities is recorded.

J. SCM tools and the process mining techniques that can be supported by them

Data needed for process mining are (partially) available in the so-called audit trails of the selected and analyzed SCM tools. These process data can be used as a basis for the construction of the event logs needed for process mining. We discovered that all the selected SCM tools, provide the minimal data requirements for process mining, i.e., the identification of a case, an activity, and the type of an event.
TABLE V. EVENT LOG ELEMENTS IN THE HP QUALITY CENTER LOG

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event log element</th>
<th>Case id</th>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Event type</th>
<th>Time stamp</th>
<th>Add. Attributes of cases</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Change Control Process</td>
<td>change request</td>
<td>start, end</td>
<td>change category, root cause, priority, phase detected, estimated cost, responsible team, affected component</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problem Resolution Process</td>
<td>problem report</td>
<td>end</td>
<td>problem category, related component, criticality, phase detected, responsible team</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Req. mgt. Process</td>
<td>spec. request</td>
<td>end</td>
<td>priority, linked test, responsible team, related component</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Furthermore, both the basic version management tools and the ‘SCM suite’ HP Quality Center provide originator information. The ‘SCM suites’ also provide various additional case attributes. Based on our findings in the foregoing sections, we summarize our SCM tool analysis results in Table VI, i.e., which shows the interrelations between the SCM tools (and the supported processes) and the process mining techniques. The mining techniques process model discovery, and conformance checking can be supported by each of the selected SCM tools. The process mining technique decision analysis is only possible with the SCM tools that provide additional case attributes, i.e., Rational Change and HP Quality Center. Rational Change is the only SCM tool that records both Start and End events of tasks, thereby enabling the process mining techniques Performance Sequence Analysis, Throughput Time Calculation and Bottleneck Analysis. The process mining technique social network analysis is possible with each of the SCM tools that record task originator (i.e., Subversion, VSS, Rational Synergy, and HP Quality Center).

TABLE VI. INTERRELATIONS BETWEEN PM TECHNIQUES AND SCM TOOLS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Process mining technique</th>
<th>SCM tool (and process supported)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Process model discovery</td>
<td>Subversion software development process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conformance checking</td>
<td>Subversion software development process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision analysis</td>
<td>Rational Change - Change Synergy change control, problem resolution, requirements management process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Throughput time calculation, bottleneck analysis</td>
<td>HP Quality Center change control, problem resolution, requirements management process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance sequence analysis</td>
<td>HP Quality Center change control, problem resolution, requirements management process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social network analysis</td>
<td>HP Quality Center change control, problem resolution, requirements management process</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Summarizing we can state that the selected SCM tools meet important event log requirements for process mining. The basic version management tools, such as Subversion, provide software development process data. However, the integrated ‘SCM suites’, such as Rational Synergy, support particular software processes as well, respectively the change control process, the problem resolution and the requirements management process.

V. VALIDATION

In order to validate our approach, we used the data collected during ten middleware embedded-software projects of a large industrial company in The Netherlands. The detailed results of the validation are presented in [1]. In this section we address some main results of the case study. The industrial company develops software components for consumer electronic devices. The process under study is the CCB process. The CCB is an organizational unit that handles problem reports, change and implementation requests identified during software development. These are further referred to as defects. A CI’s defect is detected and submitted. The developer assigns attributes to the defect (e.g., priority, severity). After that, the defect is either
processed by the main sequence of tasks Analysis, Resolution, Evaluation, Conclusion or it is evaluated by the CCB. If the CCB evaluates the defect, it sends the defect to a required task depending on the need, with the following possibilities: the defect is redirected to the Concluded task in case the defect is found duplicated, expected to be repaired in a next release, or out of the scope of the functionality required. The defect is redirected to tasks Analysis, Resolution or Evaluation depending on the need. When the task Analysis, Resolution or Evaluation is completed, one of the four possibilities is chosen: if the task’s execution is successful, then an important defect is directed to the CCB and it waits to be redirected again to the next task; if the task’s execution is successful, then a less important defect continues with the next task of the main sequence of tasks; if the task was not successfully executed, then an important defect is returned to the CCB for a re-evaluation. Once all the tasks of the CCB process have been successfully carried out, the defect is closed.

The software development team collects defect data and these are stored in the status database recorded by a Rational Change SCM tool. A quality assurance specialist creates copies (snapshots) of the status CCB database content on a weekly basis. The snapshots follow the evolution of the handling of the defects by the CCB. The snapshots include the following information: the date when the snapshot was taken, identification of a subsystem from which the snapshot was taken, identification of the defect, priority and severity of the defect, type of the defect, the actual status of the defect, identification of a team responsible for resolving the defect, timestamps of the start event of the tasks of the main sequence, timestamps of the end event of the tasks of the main sequence and a timestamp of the date of an update of the status database. We studied whether it is possible to use such data to discover and construct underlying process models. We identified the following event log elements. Case id (a defect is identified as a case), a Case id is retrieved from a Problem_nr data field that uniquely identified the defect. Activities are executed when they handle a case during a process. As a result of executing an activity, the status of the defect changes, therefore activities have been derived from the status field. Event-type: in the snapshots, only the event types start and end are used. Timestamp have been extracted from the fields in the snapshots that store time information. Originator is not snapshots, only the event types start and end are used. Timestamp have been extracted from the fields in the snapshots that store time information. Originator is not

The software development team collects defect data and these are stored in the status database recorded by a Rational Change SCM tool. A quality assurance specialist creates copies (snapshots) of the status CCB database content on a weekly basis. The snapshots follow the evolution of the handling of the defects by the CCB. The snapshots include the following information: the date when the snapshot was taken, identification of a subsystem from which the snapshot was taken, identification of the defect, priority and severity of the defect, type of the defect, the actual status of the defect, identification of a team responsible for resolving the defect, timestamps of the start event of the tasks of the main sequence, timestamps of the end event of the tasks of the main sequence and a timestamp of the date of an update of the status database. We studied whether it is possible to use such data to discover and construct underlying process models. We identified the following event log elements. Case id (a defect is identified as a case), a Case id is retrieved from a Problem_nr data field that uniquely identified the defect. Activities are executed when they handle a case during a process. As a result of executing an activity, the status of the defect changes, therefore activities have been derived from the status field. Event-type: in the snapshots, only the event types start and end are used. Timestamp have been extracted from the fields in the snapshots that store time information. Originator is not available due to the fact that the snapshots only provide the information about the team responsible for resolving the defect. Additional attributes are derived from the priority, severity, request type, life-cycle phase during which a defect had been discovered. Based on the identified event log elements, we identified process mining techniques that are possible to be applied to the data. We applied respectively control-flow discovery and conformance checking. We applied the mentioned techniques to the event-log filtered on additional case attributes, namely priority, severity, request type and life-cycle phase. The control-flow discovery revealed that the official CCB process as described above was not followed. Furthermore, conformance checking of the CCB process revealed that in most of the cases (70%) the Analysis task is skipped and the cases are being directly resolved. Moreover, we compared the duration of tasks and the total throughput time during different lifecycle phases. The results showed that the duration of the validation tasks involving external stakeholders are longer than the verification tasks performed without the external involvement. Application of process mining techniques revealed that although people tend to believe that specified and well-documented processes are followed, the real practice is different, and that process mining techniques can provide useful insights into the software development process.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

This paper investigates the application of process-mining techniques in the software development domain. We addressed the suitability of particular software development support tools, i.e., SCM tools, to provide process data. Our research provides an original view at process mining literature from a data requirements perspective: ‘different process mining techniques require different data’, and can form a basis for the development of new functionalities, i.e., process mining support, to develop a future generation of SCM tools. We addressed some main results of a case study, to indicate which process mining techniques can make use of particular SCM tool data to get in-depth insights into ‘actual’ software development processes.
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